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Abstract: The research interest of this paper is focused
on the efficient clustering task for an arbitrary color data.
In order to tackle this problem, we have tried to model
the inherent uncertainty and vagueness of color data us-
ing fuzzy color model. By taking fuzzy approach to color
modeling, we could make a soft decision for the vague
regions between neighboring colors. The proposed fuzzy
color model defined a three dimensional fuzzy color ball
and color membership computation method with two
inter-color distances. With the fuzzy color model, we
developed a new fuzzy clustering algorithm for an effi-
cient partition of color data. Each fuzzy cluster set has
a cluster prototype which is represented by fuzzy color
centroid.

I. Introduction

Color is the one of the most important features in our
lives. It is not easy task to effectively describe color
in our language even though color can be considered as
a simple and intuitive object [10][12][23]. The research
interest of this paper is focused on the color clustering
problem. For a given set of color data and the number of
clusters, the objective is to partition the color set into ho-
mogenous color sub-partition. This kind of color cluster-
ing task can be widely used for a variety of applications,
for example, color image segmentation. The difficulties
of this research include not only the lack of correct color
model which can describe the uncertain characteristics of
color, but also the lack of efficient clustering algorithm
which can deal with the vague color data.

All the literatures related to color modeling includ-
ing RGB, HSV, CMY, CIELAB color spaces have only
handled the crisp representation of color data. However,
color has inherently uncertain and vague characteristics.
For the overlapping area between two major colors, the
absolute color classification is not possible because it
mainly depends on both the visual decision of the ob-
server and the surrounding color effects. Thus we have
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tried to develop a new color model that can represent
the color uncertainty and vagueness, which results in a
proposed fuzzy color model. We modeled a color space
with fuzzy-set theory and created a notion of three di-
mensional fuzzy color ball. And we proposed two color
distance measures including the distance between a color
element and a fuzzy color and the distance between fuzzy
colors. With the distance measures, the computation
method for color membership value was defined.

In order to effectively partition the color data set,
fuzzy cluster analysis technique is best choice due to the
ability of dealing with color uncertainty. But most of pre-
vious fuzzy clustering algorithms were designed for crisp
pattern data, thus we need to develop an new algorithm
that can tackle the fuzzy data clustering. We applied the
proposed fuzzy color model to devise a new approach in
fuzzy clustering algorithm. Color is a qualitative feature
and we have to make a soft decision in color clustering ac-
tivity. Thus each color cluster set is prototyped by color
centroid value that is represented by fuzzy color ball. By
minimizing the pre-defined evaluation criteria, we could
obtain the near-optimal convergence in an iterative color
clustering.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II gives the description of background knowledge
about color and previous works in cluster analysis. We
describe our new fuzzy color model and its color mem-
bership computation method in section III , and the pro-
posed fuzzy clustering algorithm with fuzzy color model
is covered in section IV. Finally we conclude our remarks
in section V.

II. Literature Review

2.1 Fundamental Color Spaces

In this section, we’ll cover the three fundamental color
spaces, including RGB, CMY, Munsell, and CIE uniform
color systems. We will briefly describe the basic concept
and its color models.

2.1.1 RGB and CMY Color Spaces

RGB color space is the most simple and familiar color
system we’ve ever known. Due to the basic and well-
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known properties, it’s used for most of color applications
and follows the additive color law. The primary com-
ponents of RGB space are red, green, and blue colors.
By the additive color law, the secondary components are
cyan, magenta, and yellow which is obtained from the
mixture of the primary colors. The major problem that
RGB model suffers from is a strong degree of correlation
among the three components. The three values change
dependently and are highly sensitive to the variation of
lightness [4]. In contrast to the RGB space, CMY color
space is mainly used for color reproduction industries,
for example, color printing works. The major principle
in CMY color system is the subtractive color law, which
is the opposite of the additive law of RGB space. The
major primaries are cyan, magenta, and yellow color.

2.1.2 Munsell Color Space

Munsell color space is the most intuitive and useful
to the artists and designer [10]. Every color sensation
unites three qualities, defined in the Munsell system as
hue, value, and chroma. These three components are
independent of one another because each can be varied
without changing the others.

Hue is the component which distinguishes one color
family from another, for example, red family from yellow
family, or green family from blue family. There are five
major color families and five minor hue families in the
halfway between each major hues. All hues are arranged
in a circle. This circle of hues is often called as a Munsell
color wheel. V alue is a component by which a light color
is distinguished from a dark one, namely, it is a metric for
a lightness of a given color. The whole colors in the value
scale have no hue which is denoted by an N (neutral).
The end points of value scale are true black (N 0/) and
true white (N 1/). Chroma is the component which
expresses the strength of a color. By the chroma level,
we can distinguish the vividness between two colors. A
vivid color has strong chroma.

2.1.3 CIEXYZ Color Space

In 1931 CIE (International Commission on Illumination)
established the colorimetry science formally. From the
time CIE has comprised the essential standards and pro-
cedures of measurement that are necessary to make col-
orimetry a useful tool in science and technology. The CIE
focused on the color gamut problem. The gamut repre-
sents the entire range of color which can be achieved in
a specific device or medium. So we can easily plot the
whole color gamut that can be obtained from all color
mediums. However the problem CIE had noticed was
that the RGB color space could not reproduce all spec-
tral light, which means it cannot cover the whole range
of color gamut. The CIE thought this happened in the

process of mixing red, blue, and green primaries, which
caused a negative value effect. So they transformed the
RGB color space into a different set of positive color
stimuli values, called CIEXYZ color space.

The transformed XY Z color values are not exactly
same to the original red, green, and blue, but are ap-
proximately so. The XY Z tristimulus values are just
used for defining a color. But unfortunately, we can not
use this as the means for calculating color difference for-
mula and establishing human perception model because
CIEXYZ color is not uniform space. We can find that
colors of equal amounts of difference appear farther apart
in green part of the diagram rather than they do in the
red or violet part. To resolve the problem of non-uniform
color scaling, CIE defined two different uniform diagrams
: CIELUV color space and CIELAB color space.

2.1.4 CIELAB (1976) Color Space

A CIELAB color space is the second uniform space
adopted by CIE in 1976 which showed a better uniform-
scaling. The CIELAB space was based on the opponent
color system, which mentioned the discoveries in the mid-
1960s that somewhere between the optical nerve and the
brain, retinal color stimuli are translated into distinc-
tions between light and dark, red and green, and blue
and yellow. That means a color can’t be both red and
green, or both blue and yellow, because these colors op-
pose each other. [1]. These opponent colors are trans-
lated to CIELAB L∗a∗b∗ values. The L∗ value is the
same as one of CIE L∗u∗v∗ color space. Based on the
opponent theory, two axes in a∗b∗ space represent each
opponent colors. On the a∗ axis, positive a∗-value indi-
cates amounts of red while negative a∗-value stands for
the strength of green. In similar way, On the b∗ axis,
positive b∗-value indicates amounts of yellow while nega-
tive b∗-value represents the blueness. For both axes, zero
is neutral gray which in L∗ axis.

The mathematical formula that calculates three
L∗, a∗, b∗ values is defined as equation 1 [19].

L∗ = 116(Y/Yn)1/3 − 16
a∗ = 500[(X/Xn)1/3 − (Y/Yn)1/3]
b∗ = 200[(Y/Yn)1/3 − (Z/Zn)1/3]

(1)

with the constraint that X/Xn,Y/Yn,Z/Zn > 0.01.

2.1.5 Fuzzy approach to color modeling

Vertan, one of the pioneers in fuzzy color modeling, fo-
cused on image processing problem [24]. He is inter-
ested in the imprecision and vagueness problem in dig-
ital image representation. He said that noise, quanti-
zation and sampling errors, the tolerance of the human
visual system are the reasons of that problem. He as-
sociated to each color c, that usually is a point in the
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three-dimensional color gamut C, µ : C → [0, 1] that
measures the membership degree of any color c′ from C
within the class color c. Thus, µc(c′) is a scalar within
[0, 1] that expresses how similar is the color c′ with re-
spect to the color c.

The fuzzy membership computation model proposed
by Vertan is

µc(c′) =
{

1.0 if d(c, c′) ≤ JND

max(0, 1.0 − d(c,c′)
σJND ) if d(c, c′) > JND

(2)
In the above equation, JND is the just noticeable

color difference for the CIELAB color space, and σ is a
tuning parameter to modify the inter-color confusion.

2.2 Color Data Clustering

2.2.1 Clustering Task

Data clustering or cluster analysis organizes a collection
of data patterns which is usually represented as a vector
of measurements or a point in a multidimensional space
into clusters based on a kind of similarity measure[7]. In
contrast to discriminant analysis (or supervised classifi-
cation), the clustering task (often called an unsupervised
classification) classifies a given collection of unlabeled
data into homogeneous groups without any labeled pat-
terns. All useful information is obtained from the data
itself. Clustering is a useful methodology in various com-
puter science field including decision-making, machine-
learning, data mining, document retrieval, image seg-
mentation, and pattern classification. Especially, it is
very meaningful in that there is little prior information
available about the data. Most of clustering research to
deal with color data, especially in color image segmen-
tation, have handled the color as a general crisp element
without the consideration of uncertainty and vagueness.
Thus, popular clustering algorithms with a conventional
color, e.g. RGB color element, represented in crisp color
space have been just used.

The most intuitive and frequently used clustering al-
gorithm is partitional algorithm (often called K-Means
algorithm). A partitional clustering algorithm obtains a
single partition of the data in each iteration. The time
and space complexities of the partitional algorithms are
typically lower than those of the hierarchical-based algo-
rithms (single-linkage and complete-linkage algorithm)
where two clusters are merged to form a larger cluster
based on minimum distance criteria. Thus, the parti-
tional algorithm has advantages in applications involving
large data sets, e.g. image segmentation, for which the
construction of a hierarchical linkage is computationally
prohibitive [7].

The evaluation function of K-Means algorithm uses
the squared error criterion, which tends to work well with

isolated and compact clusters. The squared error for a
clustering of a pattern set X (containing c clusters) is

e2(X) =
c∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

(‖xi
j − vi‖)2 (3)

where n is the number of data x ∈ X, and xi
j is

the jth pattern belonging to the ith cluster and vi is
the centroid of the ith cluster. The minimization of the
evaluation function generates a well-partitioned data col-
lection. However this is sensitive to the selection of the
initial partition and may converge to a local minimum of
the criterion function value if the initial partition is not
properly chosen.

2.2.2 Fuzzy Clustering Algorithm

The fuzzy clustering algorithm (often called FCM) gener-
ates a fuzzy partition providing a measure of membership
degree µi of each data xi to a given cluster ci. The for-
mal description on Bezdek’s fuzzy clustering algorithm
is as follows. For given data x1, ..., xn ∈ X where each xj

is a p-dimensional real-valued vector for all k ∈ 1, ..., n.
The goal is to find a partition or cluster of c fuzzy sets
Fi, i = 1, ..., c. The objective is to assign memberships
in each of the fuzzy sets so that the data are strongly
associated within each cluster but only weakly associ-
ated between different clusters. Each cluster is defined
by its centroid, vi, which can be calculated as a function
of the fuzzy memberships of all the available data for the
cluster.

The evaluation function (J) of fuzzy clustering looks
like

Jm(F ) =
c∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

[Fi(xj)]m‖xj − vi‖2 (4)

where ‖ · ‖ is an inner product norm in �p and ‖xj −
vj‖2 is a distance between xk and vi. The objective is to
minimize Jm(F ) for some set of clusters F and chosen
value of m. The parameter m > 1 controls the influence
of the fuzzy membership of each datum. The choice of m
is subjective, however, many applications are performed
using m = 2. That is, the goal is to iteratively improve
a sequence of sets of fuzzy clusters F (1), F (2), ... until a
set F (t) is found such that no further improvement in
Jm(F ) is possible. In general, the design of membership
functions is the most important problem [13].

The advantages of fuzzy clustering algorithms can
be summarized like this [17]. First, fuzzy clustering ap-
proach is less prone to local minima than crisp clustering
algorithms since they make soft decisions in each itera-
tion through the use of membership functions. Second,
the use of the fuzzy sets allows us to manage uncertainty
on measures, lack of information, ..., all characteristics
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which bring ambiguity notions. Finally, in various fields,
such as pattern recognition, data analysis and image pro-
cessing, FCM is very robust and obtains good results in
many clustering problems. The algorithm provides an
iterative clustering of the search space and does not re-
quire any initial knowledge about the structure in the
data set.

2.3 Limitations of Previous Research

2.3.1 Lack of Color Uncertainty Representation

One of the major factors affecting color description is
that color depends on neighboring color stimuli in the
observer’s visual field. Cognitive scientists explain this
results from the interactions between cone receptors in
the retina. These phenomena are called ”simultaneous
contrast” or ”chromatic induction effect” [20]. This color
description can be understood by computing perceived
color difference among given colors. We could easily
guess that the mathematical color model which deter-
mines the color difference perceivable by different for
an observer is mainly dependent on the observer. The
observer may judge the color difference relatively and
subjectively. This is the reason none of the many color
difference formula that have been proposed in the lit-
erature over the past several decades is considered as a
sufficiently adequate solution of the problem. As we can
see, we cannot handle this color problem with the con-
ventional color models. Most of color models including
RGB and CIELAB persues the crisp color representation
and color difference formula. The simple use of the color
representation does not explain the similar perception
and visual confusion of certain colors.

Even though Vertan recently proposed the fuzzy ap-
proach for color modeling, his model has also several
drawbacks. One of them is there’s no notion on simul-
taneous contrast in his model. As already mentioned,
color difference description is dependent on surrounding
neighboring colors relatively. He didn’t consider neigh-
boring effect in the membership computation. The color
membership should be calculated relatively according to
the surrounding neighbor colors.

2.3.2 Lack of Clustering Algorithm for Fuzzy
Color Data

Most clustering algorithms are designed for treating crisp
color data. The practical techniques are K-Means clus-
tering or FCM clustering for RGB color representation.
With this approach, however, we cannot handle the color
uncertainty problem. Yang and Liu recently proposed a
class of fuzzy c-numbers clustering procedures for fuzzy
data where high-dimensional fuzzy vector data are han-
dled [22]. But the fuzzy data with conical fuzzy vector

is somewhat theoretical and is not appropriate for color
representation. Thus we need to develop an fuzzy color
model that can explain the color uncertainty and relative
color difference formula. With the proposed color model,
we developed an effective fuzzy clustering algorithm for
color data.

III. Proposed Fuzzy Color Model

3.1 Research Approach

In order to solve color clustering problem, we should take
the following three factors into account. The first one
is a pattern representation including the number, type,
and scale of the features. The second one is the defini-
tion of a inter-pattern proximity measure. The most fa-
mous measure is Euclidean distance measure. Finally we
should develop an efficient clustering algorithm. In this
paper, we proposed and used a new fuzzy color model as
a color pattern representation method, and defined two
distance metrics to solve the inter-color pattern prox-
imity. Finally by developing fuzzy clustering algorithm
with fuzzy color, we could obtain an acceptable solution.

A new fuzzy color model should be created in order
to satisfy the following four conditions.

(1) proposed model must provide human perception-
based color distance metric

(2) proposed model must be uniform color space

(3) proposed model must resolve the vague color bound-
aries

(4) proposed model must compute the color member-
ship degree in a relative way

In order to satisfy the conditions 1 and 2, we take
a CIELAB color space as a basic color coordinate. The
CIELAB color space was originally developed to provide
the color difference formula like human perception dis-
tance based on Munsell color description, and more, it
is uniform space and covers the whole color gamut. To
fulfill the conditions 3 and 4, we created a color model
based on fuzzy set theory. Thus color can be described
as a membership degree to a specific color, and the no-
tion of color membership resolves the vague boundaries
between colors and relative color acceptability.

3.2 Description of Fuzzy Color Model

3.2.1 Three-dimensional Fuzzy Color Ball

Fuzzy color is described with three dimensional ball-type
representation. To describe color concept in three di-
mensional color space, sphere or ball-shaped model is
preferred. In this paper, a terminology ball and sphere
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Figure 1: A Fuzzy color ball on CIELAB color space

are used interchangeably. The formal definition of fuzzy
color ball is described in section 3.2.3. When we look a
color or colored object, for example red color, some pairs
of red colors are difficult to distinguish, and beyond a
certain boundary, we can easily distinguish color pairs.
Color has three dimensional volume representation. The
radius of color ball is the JND of each color. For a pair of
two colors within JND value, we assumed it is not easy
to distinguish and we consider those two colors are equal.
And for colors which don’t belong to JND volume, those
two colors can be distinguished.

To describe the fuzzy color ball, two numerical val-
ues should be specified: center and JND value. Center
value is the center point of fuzzy color ball which is calcu-
lated from CIELAB color space and Munsell color wheel.
And JND means a just noticeable distance which is the
distance from the center to a boundary of a given color.
Figure 1 shows a fuzzy color ball on CIELAB color space.
Here we must distinguish two objects: color element
and fuzzy color. Color element denoted by x is a point
on CIELAB color coordinates, which is represented by
(xL, xa, xb) tuple value. Fuzzy color denoted by c̃i ∈ C̃
is a ball or sphere with a three dimensional volume rep-
resentation on CIELAB space. By taking CIELAB as a
basic color coordinates, it is no doubt that the proposed
fuzzy color model has an uniform color scaling.

For a given color element x, the membership µc̃i
(x) of

x to fuzzy color c̃i is obtained with the distance computa-
tion. Figure 2 depicts the fuzzy color ball and its mem-
bership function shape. In this figure, there are fuzzy
color c̃i and color element x. The fuzzy color has its
own center value centeri and JND value jndi that build
three dimensional ball-shaped representation. If a color
x is within JND distance it strongly belongs to that color
and has membership degree 1.0. If color x is out of the
range JND, the membership degree is computed rela-

tively by comparing with neighbor colors. The left and
right shape of fuzzy membership function is determined
based on the distance result between fuzzy colors.

Figure 3 depicts the membership computation situ-
ation between two colors. To compute a membership
degree to a specific fuzzy color, we compute all distances
between fuzzy colors. If a color x strongly belongs to a
given color c̃i, it is classified to that color with a mem-
bership degree 1.0. In another case, if the color x is
within other color c̃j , then it means color x has no re-
lation to the fuzzy color c̃i, thus the membership degree
to c̃i is 0.0. Except the above two cases, the color x is
located in the middle of fuzzy colors. We compute the
relative distance between fuzzy colors and detemine the
membership value. And the important point is that sum
of membership value to the whole fuzzy colors must be
equal to 1.0. With this constraint we can easily extend
this concept to fuzzy clustering algorithm.

3.2.2 Distance Measures Between Fuzzy Colors

To effectively address the new definition of fuzzy color
ball and its membership computation method, we should
define two inter-color distances: distance between color
elements and distance between a fuzzy color and a color
element.

To successfully formulate the distance between fuzzy
colors, a basic color distance measure must be established
between color elements.

Definition 1 Let x and y be two color elements on
CIELAB color space, then the distance between color ele-
ment x and color element y, denoted by ρ(x, y), is defined
as

ρ(x, y) =
√

(xL − yL)2 + (xa − ya)2 + (xb − yb)2 (5)

where x = (xL, xa, xb) and y = (yL, ya, yb)

The above definition is trivially obtained from CIELAB
color difference formula. Figure 4 (a) shows the distance
between color elements x and y.

Membership degree

1

0

Color element (x)

c~

)(~ xcµ

color domain

Fuzzy color ball
jndc~

x

Figure 2: Fuzzy color ball and its membership shape
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One of the major concerns is to compute the distance
between a fuzzy color and an arbitrary color element.
With the distance measure between color elements, we
can define the distance between a fuzzy color and a color
element. Figure 4 (b) shows the distance between a fuzzy
color c̃i and a color element x.

Definition 2 Let c̃i and x be a fuzzy color and a color
element on CIELAB color space respectively. Then the
distance between fuzzy color c̃i and color element x, de-
noted by δ(c̃i, x) is defined as

δ(c̃i, x) = ‖ρ(centeri, x)‖ − jndi

=
√

(centeri
L − xL)2 + (centeri

a − xa)2 + (centeri
b − xb)2

−jndi

(6)
where centeri and jndi are the center and JND value of
fuzzy color c̃i = 〈(centeri

L, centeri
a, centeri

b), jndi〉, and
x = (xL, xa, xb).

As can be seen in the above definition, the distance mea-
sure considers not only the center point but also JND
value. With the JND value, we can reflect the specific
color’s characteristics. Some colors have larger JND val-
ues, and others have smaller ones on color space. For
example, greenish colors have bigger volume than redish
colors. Thus the adoption of JND values provides a more
clear distance computation result. Look at the following
figure 5. In the figure, if you compute the color distances
without the notion of JND value, the three distance re-
sults from x to fuzzy color c̃red, c̃blue, and c̃green would
be equal regardless to left and right cases of the figure.
However, the computation with JND value would gen-
erate different distance results for left and right side of
the figure. In the figure 5 (a), the two distances δ(c̃red, x)
and δ(c̃blue, x) are equal. In the figure 5 (b), the distance
between δ(c̃green, x) is shorter than that of δ(c̃red, x) due
to the JND value of fuzzy color c̃green occupies a wider
area on color space. Thus we can say that color element
x is closer to fuzzy color c̃green rather than c̃red.

µ

1

0

ic~

)(~ x
icµ

color domain

Fuzzy color ball jc~Fuzzy color ball

)(~ x
jcµ

x

color element

Figure 3: Membership computation among fuzzy colors

3.2.3 Definition of Fuzzy Color Ball

With the distance computation measures defined in the
above section, we can establish a formal fuzzy color
model.

Definition 3 Let fuzzy color c̃i in a universe of dis-
course C̃ be as a three dimensional fuzzy ball set c̃i =
〈centeri, jndi〉 ∈ C̃ with a membership function such that

µc̃i
(x) =




1.0 if δ(c̃i, x) ≤ jndi

0.0 if δ(c̃j , x) ≤ jndj

(i 	= j, c̃j ∈ C̃)
(
∑|C̃|

j=1
δ(c̃i,x)
δ(c̃j ,x) )

−1 otherwise

(7)
where δ-function means the distance between a fuzzy
color and a color element.

To compute a membership degree to a specific fuzzy
color, we compute all distances between fuzzy colors. If
a color x strongly belongs to a given fuzzy color c̃i, it is
classified to that color with a membership degree 1.0. In
another case, if the color x is within other fuzzy color c̃j ,
then it means color x has no relation to the fuzzy color
c̃i, so the membership degree is 0.0. Except the above
two cases, the color x is located in the middle of fuzzy
colors. We compute the relative distance between fuzzy
colors and determine the membership value. And the
important point is that the sum of membership values
to the whole fuzzy color families must be equal to 1.0.
With this constraint we can easily extend this concept to
fuzzy cluster analysis which is discussed in later section.
The properties of the proposed fuzzy color model can be
summarized as follows:

(1) If a color element x absolutely belongs to a fuzzy
color c̃i, then µc̃i

(x) = 1.

(2) If a color element x absolutely belongs to a fuzzy
color c̃j , i 	= j, then µc̃i

(x) = 0.

(3) If a color element x is partially related to the sur-
rounding neighbor fuzzy colors, then 0 < µc̃i

(x) < 1.

*L

*a

*b

x

bx

Lx

ax

*L

*a

*b

x

bx

Lx

ax

yLy

ay

by

iii jndcenterc ,~ =

��� ���

Figure 4: Distance between color elements (a) and dis-
tance between a fuzzy color and a color element (b)
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(4) If a fuzzy color c̃i ∈ C̃ is the closest fuzzy color to
color element x, then µc̃i

(x) ≥ µc̃j
(x)(∀c̃j ∈ C̃).

(5) The sum of all membership values of color element x

to whole fuzzy colors is equal to 1.0. (
∑|C̃|

i=1 µc̃i
(x) =

1.0)

3.2.4 Numerical Example

In this paragraph, we compute the fuzzy color distance
with numerical examples. In the following examples,
there are three fuzzy colors including c̃red, c̃green, and
c̃blue, and one color element x. We calculate the dis-
tance between fuzzy color c̃red and a given color element
x. Let’s compute the membership degree of x to fuzzy
color c̃red.

In figure 6 (a), color element x belongs to the color
c̃red perfectly. In this case the membership degree
µc̃red

(x) is 1.0 (µc̃green
(x) = 0.0 and µc̃blue

(x) = 0.0).
In figure 6 (b), color element x belongs to the color fam-
ily c̃green perfectly. In this case color element x has no
relations to fuzzy color c̃red. Thus the membership de-
gree µc̃red

(x) is 0.0 (µc̃green
(x) = 1.0 and µc̃blue

(x) = 0.0).
Look at the figure 6 (c), where color element x doesn’t
belong to any fuzzy colors at all, and the distances to
each fuzzy color are given like this: 20 to c̃red, 30 to
c̃green, and 10 to c̃blue. In this case, we should first com-
pute the relative strengths between fuzzy colors, and
based on the strength we compute the relative color
membership values. The result memberships are calcu-
lated as:

µc̃red
(x) = (

δ(c̃red, x)
δ(c̃red, x)

+
δ(c̃red, x)

δ(c̃green, x)
+

δ(c̃red, x)
δ(c̃blue, x)

)−1

µc̃green
(x) = (

δ(c̃green, x)
δ(c̃red, x)

+
δ(c̃green, x)
δ(c̃green, x)

+
δ(c̃green, x)
δ(c̃blue, x)

)−1

µc̃blue
(x) = (

δ(c̃blue, x)
δ(c̃red, x)

+
δ(c̃blue, x)
δ(c̃green, x)

+
δ(c̃blue, x)
δ(c̃blue, x)

)−1

Thus the final membership degree of color x to fuzzy
colors are like this:

redc~
x

bluec~

bluejnd

x
redc~ greenc~

greenjnd
(a) (b)

Figure 5: Distance computation of fuzzy colors with dif-
ferent JND value

µc̃red
(x) = (20/20 + 20/30 + 20/10)−1 = 0.27

µc̃green
(x) = (30/20 + 30/30 + 30/10)−1 = 0.18

µc̃blue
(x) = (10/20 + 10/30 + 10/10)−1 = 0.55

With the result, we can say that color element x is
close to fuzzy color c̃red with a membership 0.27. As
mentioned earlier, the membership constraint (the sum
of membership to all fuzzy color families is 1.0) in exam-
ples is successfully satisfied.

IV. Fuzzy Clustering Algorithm based on
Fuzzy Color Model

4.1 Problem Formulation of Color Clustering

The goal of our research is to cluster the color space rep-
resented in CIELAB color system. To accomplish this,
fuzzy clustering technique is selected as a major algo-
rithm approach because the major feature ’color’ of the
data pattern has uncertain and vague properties. Thus
fuzzy approach has an advantage over the hard clustering
algorithms to handle these problems.

The following terms and notations are used to de-
scribe the problem formulation. The given color element
data are x1, ..., xn ∈ X where each xj (j ∈ 1, ..., n) is
a color element represented as three-dimensional L∗a∗b∗

value on CIELAB color space. The algorithm objective is
to cluster a collection of given color elements into c homo-
geneous groups represented as fuzzy sets (F̃i, i = 1, ..., c)
with similar color characteristics. The fuzzy cluster set
can be written like an equation 8.

F̃i = {(x1, µFi
(x1), (x2, µFi

(x2), ..., (xn, µFi
(xn)}

=
∑n

j=1 µFi
(xj)/xj

(8)

The collection of fuzzy cluster set is denoted by F̃ =
{F̃1, F̃2, .., F̃c}. Each fuzzy cluster is defined by its cen-
troid, denoted by c̃i, which is represented by the pro-
posed fuzzy color model. The pattern matrix M which
is handled by clustering algorithm is represented as an
c×n pattern matrix. An element pij in matrix M means
that a color element xj is classified to a fuzzy cluster F̃i.

redc~

greenc~
bluec~

redc~

greenc~
bluec~x

10

20

30

��� ��� ���

redc~

greenc~
bluec~

x

x

Figure 6: Numerical example of membership computa-
tion
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Figure 7: Initial selection of fuzzy cluster centroid

The equation 9 shows the evaluation function of the
proposed approach. The objective is to minimize the
evaluation function J(F̃ ) for a given pattern matrix.

J(F̃ ) =
c∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

[µF̃i
(xj)]2δ(c̃i, xj) (9)

where µF̃i
(xj) is the membership degree of color element

xj to a fuzzy cluster set F̃i, and δ(c̃i, xj) is the distance
between the color element xj and the centroid c̃i of the
fuzzy cluster set F̃i. The goal is to iteratively improve
a sequence of sets of fuzzy clusters F̃ (1), F̃ (2), ... until
F̃ (t) is found such that no further improvement in J(F̃ )
is possible. In general, the design of membership function
and centroid prototype are the most important problems.
The detailed algorithm is discussed in section ??.

4.2 Initialization of Cluster Analysis

Before we describe the detailed clustering algorithm, we
discuss how to obtain the initial partition of color cluster
set. In cluster analysis, initialization plays an important
role. According to the initial starting point, the clus-
tering algorithm might terminate at different clustering
result. There is no general agreement about a good ini-
tialization scheme. Two most popular techniques are
(1) using the first c pattern data (2) using c elements
randomly from pattern set. In this paper, we propose
a novel initial selection method based on the notion of
fuzzy color. It is simple and intuitive.

The basic idea is as follows. For a color element
xj ∈ X, we compute the matching degree to pre-defined
thirteen reference fuzzy colors which is denoted by c̃R.
Reference fuzzy colors are selected from both the ma-
jor color family in Munsell color wheel (5R, 5YR, 5Y,
..., 5P, and 5RP) and the L∗-axis components (white,
black, gray) of CIELAB color space. Figure 7 shows the
overall initial selection process. The input of a initial
color decision system is color elements in pattern space,

and the output is a list of fuzzy colors where the fuzzy
colors are sorted by the maximum matching score. The
first c fuzzy colors are chosen as the initial fuzzy cluster
centroid.

For a given color element xj , the matching score is
computed by considering the membership degree µc̃i

(xj)
to all reference fuzzy colors. Each reference fuzzy color
c̃i ∈ C̃R has two additional attributes denoted by
winnercount

i and winnerelement
i . The winnercount

i means
how many color elements belong to the given reference
fuzzy color c̃i.

winnercount
i ←− winnercount

i + 1

if µc̃i
(xj) ≥ µc̃k

(xj)(∀c̃k ∈ C̃R)
(10)

The winnerelement
i is used as a center element of a

newly created fuzzy color and is assigned as the color
element that has maximum membership degree to this
reference fuzzy color.

winnerelement
i ←− xj

if µc̃i
(xj) ≥ µc̃i

(xk)(∀xk ∈ X)
(11)

After the classification decision process, we build a
sorted list of thirteen fuzzy colors according to their
winnercount

i in a descending order. From the sorted list
we select the first c (number of clusters) fuzzy colors
which have a larger matching counter than other colors.
We don’t need to focus on the whole thirteen colors in
the list, just c fuzzy colors are enough for the candidates
for cluster centroid.

4.3 Fuzzy Clustering using Fuzzy Color

4.3.1 Fuzzy Colored Centroid Representation

The previous fuzzy clustering algorithm including FCM
was designed only to deal with crisp data element. This
means they can be regarded as a fuzzy clustering algo-
rithm for crisp data. They did not consider any mech-
anisms about how to handle fuzzy data, especially color
characteristics, even though the fuzzy clustering method-
ology is very appropriate to efficiently deal with the
vague boundaries between fuzzy color data. Cluster anal-
ysis can be explained in the viewpoint of pattern matrix
M . By updating the pattern matrix iteratively in each
sequence step, clustering algorithm goes on the conver-
gence condition. The typical matrix M has a c × n ma-
trix form, where each cluster centroids ci represent the
row attribute of M , and each data element xj stands for
the column of matrix. In this situation all the data el-
ements and cluster centroids have crisp representation,
thus conventional approach has a limitation to account
for the uncertainty and vagueness in color clustering.

We tried to represent the fuzziness and vagueness res-
olution method into pattern matrix. Proposed approach
is to replace the typical point-prototype crisp centroid
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Figure 8: Membership update in proposed pattern ma-
trix

with a new cluster centroid represented by the fuzzy
color. Figure 8 depicts the skeleton of the proposed pat-
tern matrix. The column of matrix contains each color
elements xj , and the row elements represent the centroid
c̃i of each fuzzy cluster F̃i which is shown as three dimen-
sional fuzzy color ball. Fuzzy color centroid has its own
center element and JND value that are a specific prop-
erties of a given fuzzy cluster. This makes it possible to
cope with the clustering decision problem in the vague
region between neighbor fuzzy color clusters. With the
initialization step to obtain the initial fuzzy color cen-
troids c̃i, the membership computation of each element
µF̃i

(xj) in pattern matrix is carried out. The member-
ship degree of color element xj to the fuzzy cluster F̃i

is computed by the relative distance between neighbor
fuzzy color centroids. After this cluster initialization
process, the fuzzy color centroids and the membership
degrees of matrix elements are iteratively updated until
no improvements are found.

4.3.2 Skeleton of Proposed Algorithm

As mentioned in earlier section, the objective is to ob-
tain the optimal partition F̃ = {F̃1, F̃2, .., F̃c} for a given
color elements x1, ..., xn and number of clusters c by min-
imizing the evaluation function J(F̃ ). The algorithmic
step can be described as followings:

Step 1. With a given pre-determined number of clusters
(c) and the color data elements (x1, ..., xn ∈ X), run
the proposed cluster initialization method to obtain
the candidates of fuzzy color centroids.

Step 2. Create the initial c̃ fuzzy color centroids,
c̃1(t), ..., c̃c(t) where t means the iteration step (ini-
tially t = 0) with the candidates obtained in Step 1.
The newly created fuzzy color centroid c̃i is defined
as follows:

c̃i = 〈centeri, jndi〉 (12)

centeri ← winnerelement
i (13)

jndi ← jndk s.t. {k|∀c̃k ∈ C̃R, minkδ(c̃k, centeri)}
(14)

where δ-function means the distance between a color
element and a fuzzy color, and C̃R represent the
universe of discourse of the predefined thirteen ref-
erence fuzzy colors.

Step 3. Update the membership degree of fuzzy cluster
sets F̃i(t + 1) by the following procedure. For each
color element xj :

(a) if δ(c̃i, xj) < jndc̃i
, then update the member-

ship of xj in F̃i at t + 1 iteration by

µF̃i
(xj)(t + 1) = 1.0 (15)

(b) if δ(c̃k, xj) < jndc̃k
, for k 	= i, c̃k ∈ C̃ then

update the membership of xj in F̃i at t + 1
iteration by

µF̃i
(xj)(t + 1) = 0.0 (16)

(c) if condition (a) and (b) are not satisfied for all
c̃k ∈ C̃, k = 1..c, then update the membership
of xj in F̃i at t + 1 iteration by

µF̃i
(xj)(t + 1) = (

c∑
k=1

δ(c̃i, xj)
δ(c̃k, xj)

)−1 (17)

where the column sum constraint∑c
i=1 µF̃i

(xj) = 1.0 should be satisfied.

Step 4. Update the fuzzy color centroid c̃i of each fuzzy
cluster. The jndi of each fuzzy color centroid c̃i is
updated in a similar way of step 2. The centeri

value is computed by the following procedure.

centeri(t + 1) =

∑n
j=1 µF̃i

(xj)(t) · xj∑n
j=1 µF̃i

(xj)(t)
(18)

Step 5. If |F̃i(t + 1) − F̃i(t)| < ε for all F̃i ∈ F̃ , where
ε is a small positive constant, then halt because it’s
believed that algorithm has reached at convergence;
otherwise, t ← t + 1 and go to step 3.

V. Concluding Remarks

In this paper we discussed the color clustering problem.
To successfully partition the color pattern data, we first
modeled a new fuzzy color model that can describe the
vagueness underlying natural colors. The fuzzy color
model is based on the CIELAB color space which gives
the uniform color scaling. We defined the concept of
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fuzzy color and a new distance measure between fuzzy
color and a color point. Each fuzzy color has a tuple
of its center and JND value. The JND value describes
the different properties of a given color. With the fuzzy
color distance we proposed a color membership compu-
tation method to a specific fuzzy color and its desirable
properties. In order to effectively deal with color data in
clustering, we adopted a fuzzy cluster analysis. Because
the fuzzy clustering makes a soft decision in each iter-
ation through the use of membership functions, it may
be the best technique in processing the fuzzy color data.
We developed a new fuzzy clustering algorithm with the
proposed fuzzy color model. The key idea was to exploit
the fuzzy color centroids. Each fuzzy color centroid can
help to calculate the membership degree of each color
data.

Based on the current work, we would like to study
the following issues as a further work. We should take
an analysis and a mathematical proof on the proposed
fuzzy color model, its properties. And the color’s asym-
metric characteristics and the reference color selection
policy should be considered. As a clustering issue, the
most important keys include the automatic determina-
tion of the number of clusters and centroid initialization
technique. In addition to this point, we should check that
the partitional clustering approach with point-prototype
representation is a really good solution. Especially the
time complexity is computationally prohibitive for fuzzy
clustering. And the possibility of transformation of color
point to fuzzy color representation is also one of our con-
cern. The hardening issue in fuzzy clustering is also very
important because it is closely related to the defuzzifica-
tion of fuzzy cluster sets.
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